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Abstract
Understanding the physics of beam-plasma systems is of great importance for
a large number of astrophysical systems. Recently the validity of particle-in-cell
simulations of these systems has been questioned by Shalaby et al. (2017). We
analyse one specific beam-plasma and its numerical simulations (Kempf et al.
2016) that has been critized and prove that in fact the simulations performed
fulfill the new validity criteria introduced by Shalaby et al. (2017).
Subject headings: errata/addenda, instabilities, plasmas, methods:numerical
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1. Introduction
Beam-plasma systems play an important role in many astrophysical systems, since the
dilute plasma found in the heliospheric, interstellar or intergalactic medium can support a
significant nonthermal particle population with anisotropic velocity distribution functions.
The instabilities in these systems contribute to the production of turbulence or magnetic
fields. A recent branch of research of these beam-plasma systems has been the question,
whether the absence of MeV-photons for certain AGN may result in a lower limit on
the intergalactic medium (Neronov and Semikoz 2009). That paper leads to the further
question, whether beams produced in the intergalactic medium are stable on timescales
comparable to Compton-scattering timescales. Schlickeiser et al. (2012) discussed this
matter using analytic theory and arrived at very short characteristic timescales for the
instability.
While the work of Schlickeiser et al. (2012) works very well in the linear regime, the
further nonlinear stages of the instability can only be described approximately (using
e.g. the earlier simulations results by Grognard 1975). Simulations of the system have
been performed by Sironi and Giannios (2014) and Kempf et al. (2016) (hereafter K16).
While these simulations are able to capture the nonlinear behaviour at later stages of
the beam-plasma evolution, they are severely limited in terms of the maximum density
contrast and Lorentz factor of the beam. The earlier paper by Sironi and Giannios (2014)
covered beam parameters closer to the physical values found in the intergalactic medium,
but K16 pointed out that their choice leads to an unphysical energy ratio between beam
and background plasma (since the Lorentz factor is closer to reality than the beam density
ratio).
In this ongoing discussion about the correct description or simulation of beam-plasma
systems, Shalaby et al. (2017) (hereafter S17) made an important remark about the
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simulation setup for beam-plasma systems: For Particle-in-Cell simulations it is not
sufficient to cover the wave number of the fastest growing mode in the system, but also to
provide sufficient spectral support for the instability.
For a periodic system, where electromagnetic fields are stored on a grid with Nx cells
of length ∆x (which yields a box length Lx = Nx∆x), waves with wavenumbers between
kmin =
2pi
Lx
, kmax =
2pi
∆x
(1)
may be resolved. For any instability with a maximum growth rate at wave number kf to be
resolved the condition for the box size reads (following S17, Eq. 3)
kmin < kf < kmax ⇒ ∆x < 2pi
kf
< Lx (2)
S17 have argued that the support of the instability has to be resolved also. For a width
of the support of ∆kf (S17 have used the FWHM as approximation for the width of the
support), the condition then reads
kmin  ∆kf ⇒ L 2pi
∆kf
(3)
The authors believe that this is a very important lemma to be taken into account when
simulating any instability with grid based techniques.
S17 have mentioned a number of examples where the condition of sufficient support is
seemingly not valid, with K16 being one of those examples. It will be shown in this note
that K16 have actually provided the sufficient support for the instability.
2. Beam-plasma instabilities
Many beam-plasma systems are unstable and the onset of instabilities depends on the
existence of a background magnetic field, the beam velocity and the density ratio. We will
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focus on instabilities that may be found in intergalactic medium with pair beams produced
by TeV emission emanating from AGN. Here the approach of Michno and Schlickeiser
(2010) shall be outlined briefly, since it will be used in the further calculations.
Starting from the distribution function f ∗(p∗⊥, p
∗
‖) with all starred quantities in the
observer’s frame, where both species are streaming with Lorentz factors γ1 and γ2
f ∗(p∗⊥, p
∗
‖) =
δ(p∗⊥)
2pi
[
n1δ(p
∗
‖ − γ1m+v1) + n1δ(p∗‖ − γ1m−v1)
+n2δ(p
∗
‖ − γ2m+v2) + n2δ(p∗‖ − γ2m−v2)
]
(4)
with densities n1 and n2 respectively, the dielectricity tensor Λij can be calculated. The
general form is then
0 = det(Λij(ω, k‖, k⊥)) :=
[
Ψ11 − c
2k2
ω2
][(
Ψ11 −
c2k2‖
ω2
)
×
(
Ψ33 − c
2k2⊥
ω2
)
−
(
Ψ13 +
c2k⊥k‖
ω2
)2]
(5)
where k‖ and k⊥ are the parallel and perpendicular wave number respectively. The tensor
elements Ψij as defined by Melrose (1980) are outlined in Michno and Schlickeiser (2010).
The first bracket on the RHS describes the electromagnetic mode, which is of no interest in
this context. The second bracket includes the electrostatic modes, we will discuss in further
detail.
Schlickeiser et al. (2012) have used the above general form of the dispersion relation to
derive a relation in the special case of one species being at rest in the observer’s system and
a beam moving with Lorentz factor γ:
1 =
ω2pe
ω2
+
w22(θ)
(ω − k‖U1)2 (6)
for the electrostatic mode (their eq. 17) with
w22(θ) = ω
2
⊥(1− β21 cos2 θ) (7)
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where ωpe is the plasma frequency of the species at rest, β1 = U1/c the beam velocity
and ω⊥ is the beam’s plasma frequency in the background reference frame. θ is the angle
between beam and propagation direction.
Additionally the filamentation instability is described by
s2(s2 + ω2pe + ω
2
‖)(c
2k2⊥ + s
2 + ω2pe + ω
2
⊥) = ω
2
peω
2
⊥k
2
⊥U
2
1 (8)
with s2 = −ω2 (their eq. 50).
3. Calculating the growth rate
The dispersions relations (6) and (8) have unique solutions in ω, which in fact are
solutions of fourth-order polynomials. This in turn means that the dispersion relation can
be derived analytically, but the result is in unusable form and deriving the imaginary part
(i.e., the growth rate Γ) is not straight-forward.
We have resorted to the following semi-analytical scheme:
1. Solve Eq. (6) and (8) via computer-algebra for ω(k, θ) and s(k, θ) respectively
2. Determine θmax that maximizes Γ
3. Choose the plasma parameters according to K16 (and a set of more realistic
parameters)
4. Choose the propagation angle θ to be 0, pi/2 and θmax
5. Plot the growth rate over k
6. Determine kf and ∆kf
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4. Comparison with numerical simulations
In order to determine the width of the support for the instabilities found in the
simulations by K16 we will use the semi-analytical approach described above with the
physical parameters by K16. We will use also an alternative set HiΓ of physical parameters
with 10 times higher beam Lorentz factor (but identical beam energy). This choice is
motivate by the findings of K16 that the beam-energy to background-energy plays a vital
role.
From the results shown in Figs. 1 and 2 one can immediately notice several important
things: The filamentation instability has only a minimal k that has to be resolved, beyond
that wave number the growth rate remains mostly constant. The electrostatic instability
vanishes for θ = pi/2 (as expected), we are therefore left with two cases to be considered:
The electrostatic instability at propagation angles 0 and θmax. The FHWM of the support
is given in table 2.
The results show that in order to resolve the electrostatic instability at θ = 0 with KKS
parameters a box length of 2× 1011 cm is necessary. This condition is actually fulfilled. If
one takes into account the maximum growth rate at θmax the minimum length drops even
to 8× 1010 cm. Since the simulations performed by K16 are performed in a square box,
there is no angular dependence of the spectral support.
5. Conclusion
We have shown that the simulations performed by KKS in fact fulfill the conditions set
out by S17 and may be considered to yield a correct representation. This is even more true
since the maximum growth rate is not at θ = 0, the only case discussed in S17.
While we believe that the point made by the authors of S17 is crucial to PiC
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(a) KKS, θ = 0 (b) HiΓ, θ = 0
(c) KKS, θ = 39◦ (d) HiΓ, θ = 39◦
(e) KKS, θ = 90◦ (f) HiΓ, θ = 90◦
Fig. 1.— Growth rates for the electrostatic instability derived from Eq. (6) for various angles
and both parameter sets
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Parameter KKS HiΓ
ωp,e 17 rad cm
−1 17 rad cm−1
ne 1.0× 10−7 cm−3 1.0× 10−7 cm−3
∆x 3.0× 108 cm 3.0× 108 cm
Lx 3.0× 1011 cm 3.0× 1011 cm
γ 10 100
α = njet/nbg 2.5× 10−5 2.5× 10−6
Table 1: Plasma parameters for the two setups
(a) KKS, θ = 90◦ (b) HiΓ, θ = 90◦
Fig. 2.— Growth rates for the filamentation instability for various both parameter sets
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KKS HiΓ
θ = 0 3.0× 10−11 cm−1 2.5× 10−12 cm−1
θ = θmax 5.0× 10−11 cm−1 2.0× 10−11 cm−1
Table 2: FHWM for the electrostatic instability for both parameter sets at different angles
simulations, we want to stress that a correct and two-dimensional analysis of the support
of instabilities has to be taken into account also to correctly determine the minimum
simulation size required.
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